
The roads are "draped" over the elevation ...

Methodology and Data

Road centerlines for 2005 from Mass. Office of Transportation Planning (1:5000) and
the 2005 digital elevation model (DEM) from MassGIS (5m pixel) are input to the
SurfaceLength module of ArcGIS 9.1 to compute a surface length for each of 340,852
roads. The state assigned length for each road is subtracted from its computed surface
length. The total difference is summed for the entire state and for each of 351 towns in
the state. A digital slope model is generated from the DEM and the road centerlines are
overlaid on this slope model to detect maximum slope pixel for each road.  Scatterplots
are used to detect outliers to investigate. A paired t-test is computed for assigned and
surface lengths for all roads with an odometer measurement, a shape length > 0, and
maximum slope pixel of 20 degrees.

Abstract

Calculates the lengths of all roads in Massachusetts by "draping" their centerlines over
an elevation model. Uses a paired t-test to determine if this method produces results
different than results obtained by odometer. Four situations are shown that cause
anomalous results. Shows the changes to towns' allotted mileages for apportionment.

How long is that road?

Introduction

The total linear mileage of roads in the state determines how much federal money it
receives. Towns receive state funds for their total linear miles. Massachussetts has
approximately 35,000 miles of roads. Measuring them with a carefully calibrated
odometer is time consuming, error prone, and difficult to obtain consistent results over
the years as crews and equipment change. If a GIS can calculate road lengths from
geometry, and the input data is in good condition, the results may be consistent, reliable
and usable.

Results

State Massachusetts reported 35,855 miles of roads in 2005. Using the calculated
surface length for all 340,852 roads, the total miles reported would increase by 156
miles, to 36,011 miles, or 0.4%.
Towns 218 towns increase in mileage, 133 towns decrease. Outliers are East
Bridgewater: decrease of 19.4 miles; Plymouth: decrease of 5.1 miles. The largest
increases are the 3 largest cities: Boston: 17.1 miles, Worcester: 12.5 miles, and
Springfield: 7.1 miles.
Anomalies 339 roads are shortened due to lack of underlying DEM. 6,702 roads cross
pixels with slope > 20 degrees. 54 roads have no geometry. One road has an extreme
discrepancy in odometer value. 5,382 roads have no odometer readings.
Significance Removing the above roads from the data, the paired t-test for assigned
odometer length and surface length is T=7.99, P=0.000 (N = 328,612 roads) Mean =
0.84 meters, SD = 60.3 meters.

Discussion & Conclusions
While T-test shows that results are statistically distinct from odometer
measurements, overall change is a small increase for the state, 0.4%.
After removing problematic roads, rate of increase is slightly larger,
0.5%, but still statistically distinct. Anecdotal observation that
odometer readings are incorrect may be justified.
This study does not investigate how to address problematic areas:
- Roads that fall completely or partially outside the DEM
- Roads missing geometry that have non-zero odometer mileages
- Bridges in the DEM may or may not show
- Overpasses where both roads need to avoid steep affect from slope
State policy makers may have to address:
- General trend towards favoring urban areas over rural areas
- Legacy data entry errors for towns that will lose miles
Suggestions for future study:
- Examination of correct horizontal placement of road centerlines
- Correct assignment of roads to towns. Many roads are not assigned to
the town in which they are geographically located.
- Correct classification of road feature type. Bridges are mostly
miscategorized.
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Coastal Coverage
These roads (highlighted in
red) in upper Buzzards Bay,
have parts that are dropped
where there is no DEM data
beneath. These roads end
up shorter than their shape
length.
There are about 300 such
roads along the coast of
Massachusetts.
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Data Errors
This one road
(highlighted in red) in
East Bridgewater, MA,
is recorded as 20.24
miles long.
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Number of miles of road gained or lost

0.0 to 5.0
5.0 to 10.0
10.0 - 17.1

-19.4 to -10.0
-10.0 to -5.0
-5.0 to 0.0

Change in total mileage per town

Each town's changes are added up ...

Bridges
This slope model, derived
from the DEM, shows roads
going over and under
bridges, or not going over a
bridge when there really is
one.
There are about 6,700 roads
that cross slopes greater
than a 20 degree incline.
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How does elevation affect road length?

Roads are normally represented on a flat level surface. If a road
is actually sloped, it's length, as you drive it, is increased as the
hypoteneuse of the triangle.

SurfaceLength y = Rise
(? Elevation)

x = Run
(level distance)

a

Grade = (Rise / Run) * 100
a = arctan(Rise / Run)
SurfaceLength = Run / cos(a)

Degrees                         Length
inclination      Grade      Increase

            (a)                     (1 / cos a)
1.15            2%         1.0002
2.29            4%         1.0008
3.43            6%         1.0018
4.57            8%         1.0032
5.71          10%         1.0050
6.84          12%         1.0072
7.97          14%         1.0098
9.09          16%         1.0127
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Missing Geometry
Plymouth, MA, has 40 road segments
whose shape_length is zero. The total
assigned odometer lengths for these roads
is 4.33 miles, which are lost to the town
as a result of the elevation calculation.
Statewide, there are 54 such road
segments totaling 4.89 miles.

Slope (degrees inclined)
Steep : 69.8°

Flat : 0°


